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Match Made In Heaven (Series 1)

9 x 60' + 1 x 60' Special

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Garden of Eden

Pastor Ken Johnson plays matchmaker and introduces successful businessman, Shawn Bullard,
to 24 diverse women to help him find “the one.” Rivalries ensue when one woman's secret lifestyle
is discovered.

2. Virgin Territory

Shawn picks his first one on one date with the most egotistical girl in the house. Controversy
ignites over virgins while Nes struggles to hide her sexuality. An unexpected exit sparks uproar.

3. Honor Thy Momma

Panic hits when Shawn’s mother moves into the house; a secret rendezvous is busted.
Temptation arises and the women put a sudden and dramatic end to a private date. Momma
Maggie witnesses an explosive fight.

4. Resisting Temptation

The women indulge temptation and are shocked by what they see on a private date; Alex is
berated. A surprise visitor barges in after elimination and turmoil erupts.

5. The Ex-Factor

The house goes ballistic when Shawn’s ex-girlfriend moves in to reclaim her man. Momma
Maggie discovers a secret. A group date exposes Jen's true colors. A side affair heats up during a
hot tub romp.

6. Dirty Little Secrates

Dirty secrets are exposed; compromising photos, scandals and affairs. Pastor J gives Nes an
ultimatum. An intoxicated Angela ambushes Mecca during a house barbecue. Momma Maggie
wants Shawn’s ex-girlfriend out.
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7. Monsters-in-Laws

Shawn meets his prospective mother-in-laws when the moms of the remaining five women move
in. Mecca and Jade clash; a house blowout pushes Momma Maggie to her breaking point.

8. Triple Play

The competition ignites when the final three women get down and dirty during their one on one
dates. A sudden accident derails Angela while Jade and Cristina speed down the aisle toward
Shawn’s heart.

9. Love Me Knot

Shawn’s journey for love comes down to three women. Things take an unexpected turn when
Shawn makes his final decision leaving one woman happy, another devastated and one shocked
when he pulls out a ring.

10. Secrets Revealed (Special)

Never-before-seen moments, expanded scenes and outtakes from this season of Match Made in
Heaven. Momma Maggie even whips out a prenup. Pastor J also shares his personal favorite
scenes and gives the inside scoop on the biggest blowups and break downs. One woman
confesses a secret to Pastor J which shocks him to his core.


